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BARBARA HASKELL: Each of the
pieces in this show is based on a system. Would you describe that system.

less material impact.

BRENDA MILLER: The

has to

system is relatively simple.
use numerical systems to determine the number of
impressions which in turn cause different densities. chose the alphabet
because it has every kind of linear
mark that you can find. wanted to
see what would happen if used all
these marks
a circle, a curve, a
diagonal, a horizontal. The alphabet
gave me the size and the shape.
First,
use the alphabet in its own
order, so there is A-Z in normal sethen start again. On the
quence.
second impression Z is eliminated.
I

I

I

I

—

I

I

I

keep eliminating the

last

letter

the entire alphabet is stamped
one place from A on top to Z on

until
in

bottom.

You talked about having three
to

parts

your work, the drawing, the

gram and the

dia-

wall installation.
I

feel your pieces exist apart
from their physical manifestations?

a

number

terial

exist.

me

they exist

They

exist in a

For

of ways.

diagram that is the map of the work
and they exist when put into their
physical space.

The Indians

in

New

.

.

my

but

sense of materials

do with finding the best mafor the work. The materials are

important, but they're not the goal.
I

the idea of preciousness.

stamp pieces, if you look at
the diagram you understand the
underlying system, but if you look at
the pieces themselves there is a
sense of mystery about what exactly
the concept or the system is.
In the

The systems are not that complicated,
but do admit like intrigue.
I

I

Do you

see the systems as being
visually evident in the work?
Yes. They can exist at different times
or sometimes exist or not exist in
their physical forms, but they are not
separate.

use the system as a means

rather than an

end

in itself?

Yes, as a means.

You've mentioned that you think of

I

Do you want to

into that?

think of myself as a sculptor

the

other.

finally

sional

When

these

three dimensional even
stamp pieces.

Because of the overlay?

You can see the

your view toward materality?

Your earlier string pieces had a strong
sense of materials about them, and
the rubber stamp pieces have much

are

in

the rubber

Yes, the impressions cause density.
density.

You mentioned
is

pieces

done they are three dimenand they are conceived of as

passed through the generations, yet
each transient drawing was perma-

What

al-

though my feeling is that it is unfortunate that we have to be one or

Mexico make sand paintings which
can travel. There was no need to
preserve art; the same drawing was

nent.

that impor-

The pieces are not precious objects.
really wanted to move away from

go

Do you

in

.

yourself as a sculptor.

stallations.

They always

Yes

Do you

Well, the drawing is less of a part.
use the drawings to check out the
diagrams. The diagrams act like maps
which tell me how to make the in-

Is

tant at all?

were

rugs.

that your

that

Is

first

how you

pieces
started

out?

No, didn't, was a painter. When
stopped painting began to make
I

I

I

I

rugs.

was

I

make

trying to

a very soft

use the same kind of

surface and

still

image

had painted. At a certain

that

I

became less interested in the
image and more interested in the
back of the cloth. Now think more
about the materials use as opposed
point

I

I

I

to letting the materials lead

me.

I

think it works hand in hand; you
can't help but let your material lead
you, but also you can select the
material.

You don't seem very interested in
color apart from the given color of
the materials.
chosen

I've

cause

it

to eliminate color be-

interferes with the configura-

the piece. Some of the
changes are so subtle that any alteration of color would alter the configuration. The first stamp piece did
was in blue ink because happened
to have a blue ink pad. When
looked at it
finished the piece and
itdisappeared intothewall. The blue
pencil is an editing pencil and
use
it with that in mind.
of

tion

I

I

I

I

I

You were

actively involved with the

women's movement. Do you think
that influenced the way your work
went oryourability
sense
believe that
In

a

I

to use materials?

in black ink and he couldn't understand why it had to be printed that
way because it would have been so
much simpler to do it the other way
and so much cheaper too. He was
making more money but he was an

honorable man and

it

took

a lot of

explaining and convincing that this
was very important. You can clearly
see the different letters in the different impressions.

Do you

use the structure or grid sysway of working through
these ideas about density?

tem

as a

The

interesting thing

is

that

I

made

pieces initially that
made different kinds of densities.
mean, if you had the identical thing
on the floor as on the ceiling, the
configuration would be very difceiling/floor

I

ferent.

walls

I

When

began working on the
began working with a differI

ent kind of density. You could leave
these big long wide spaces and still
create a kind of density.

Do you adopt a system as a means
of getting rid of compositional decisions?
Absolutely.
make the initial decision and choose to stay with it.
I

think

that

it

did.

I

allowed me to be more
courageous about what wanted to
realized that
had nothing to
do.
it

I

I

go through the press, in this case,
thirteen times. And it was all printed
to

I

lose.

You once talked about the fact that
your work was literalist, that you
were interested in a real space, not

I

select a specific

"grammar"

to

work

within.

Are any of your decisions about the
pieces made empirically, or do you
work from an absolutely preconceived system?

it took a while to convince the printer
to not just set the type all at once and

Well, both. first start working with
the pieces and they are made because that is what
want to do.
make a piece and then diagram it
and then work from the diagram.
A diagram or piece is capable of generating itself. The plan always exists
whether or not it's written down

photograph

first.

I

an illusionary space.

work in a real space. When
make the stamp pieces there are
number of impressions. did an

Yes.
I

x

I

edition of

I

one

it.

of these pieces

and

Each impression had

I

I

I

I
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